SINCE WE BEGAN THE OUTLINE FOR THIS PAPER WE MUST
GIVE A RUN-DOWN OF CURRENT 1992 "EVENTS."
(1) VANCE FERRELL took after CHARLES WHEELING following
"MYSTERIOUS WRITER" but VANCE could not retail his RAGE
and FURY and:
(2) Came out in the OPEN with a Series of "TRACTS" against
HOEHN because WHEELING believed HOEHN that the BOOKS
had been CHANGED. VANCE in his FURY and INSANE RAGE -
said we could not prove "ONE CHANGE!" If he had said we
could not prove more than 5,000 he might have had a Point.
(3) WHEELING saw what was happening in AUSTRALIA with:
"THE PROTESTANT" MAGAZINE (WRITE to be on our Mailing List
to be kept up-to-date!) WHEELING saw his CHANCE to raise
$50,000.00 in EASTERN CANADA to distribute his MAGAZINE
across CANADA - 1,000,000 Copies. Using ever changing
NAMES! And WORLD-WIDE out to raise 11 MILLION $'s. THE
BIGGEST DRIVE OF HIS CAREER.
(4) Since then the 2nd "THE PROTESTANT" has come out
from GPO Box 331166, MELBOURNE 3001. The ADVENTIST
HIERARCHY rushed into Print - that they had caused the
SEGMENT of "ADVENTISTS" sponsoring "THE PROTESTANT" to
BACK-PEDDLE. But we see "NO BACK-PEDDLING!" (Not that
we are agreeing with EITHER SEGMENT - we know they are
"ALL WRONG!"
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(5) And that includes MOULD-OSBORNE-FERRELL-FORD-WIELAND-FOLKENBERG-JOHNSSON-GOLDSTEIN — and others of DISHONORABLE MENTION including those who WRITE FOR THEM — !!! Who do not have the BRAINS to do their own WRITING and do not clearly spell out WHO-WROTE-WHAT — !!!

REVELATION 12:3 INTRODUCES: "A GREAT DRAGON."

12:9 this DRAGON is: "THAT OLD SERPENT, called THE DEVIL, and SATAN." We believe there will be NO GREAT and MASS-MOVEMENT INSPIRED BY THE GOD OF HEAVEN — nor seen in the ADVENTIST CHURCH! SM 1:204,122.

IN WHAT WAY IS IT INSPIRED BY SATAN — ???

"DAY OF THE DRAGON" — ("THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" VINDICATED!) FEATURED IN SDA "ADVENTIST REVIEW" JANUARY 21, 1993 BY FOLKENBERG AND JOHNSSON IN COLLUSION WITH "WHEELING" AND "GOLDSTEIN" AND THE JEWS OF TEL AVIV. INCITING TO "WORLD WAR THREE" — and trying to drag the NAME of "ELLEN WHITE" into their CO-FLYERACY OF EVIL!

♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

THIS IS WHAT IT MEANS TO GO BY A "URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION" of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" and further FABRICATING QUOTATIONS THAT SHE NEVER MADE — NEVER THOUGHT OF — !!!

WE WERE KEPT ALIVE FOR THIS HOUR TO EXPOSE THIS ROT. This is bringing to a CLASH — TWO POWERFUL FORCES that always were at each other's THROATS throughout HISTORY — JEWS and CATHOLICS:

JUST AS ELLEN WHITE SAID:

WITH THE ADVENTISTS being the HEAD and not the TAIL. ELLEN WHITE FORESAW THIS AND WROTE:

"WHEN THE "SHAKING" COMES!"
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"By the introduction of "FALSE THEORIES!" these SURFACE READERS, anchored NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND. They SLIDE into ANY POSITION to suit the tenor of their FEELINGS OF BITTERNESS...DANIEL and REVELATION must be STUDIED... as never before in the History of our work."

"WE-MAY-HAVE-LESS-TO-SAY-IN-SOME-LINES - IN-REGARD- TO-THE-ROMAN-POWER-AND-THE-PAPACY...WE DO NOT UN- DERSTAND FULLY THE LESSONS THAT IT TEACHES!"

THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH UNDERSTOOD WELL THAT THIS WAS A BOMB-SHELL. Since they prefer URIAH SMITH to ELLEN WHITE - it depends on WHEN THIS WAS WRITTEN. Did she say we need a MUCH BETTER understanding of DANIEL and the REVELATION AFTER URIAH SMITH'S P. ?? OK - ??? That we "DO NOT UNDERSTAND" the Book of "REVELATIONS!" TM 113. After them trying to Sell us the HOAX of HOW WELL she went along with the URIAH SMITH BOOKS - they tried to MAKE SURE we would NOT discover WHEN she wrote TM 112 to 117.

WE HAVE 3 REASONS NOT TO GO BY URIAH SMITH.

(1) He palmed off the Idea that she said: "AN ANGEL!" guided his HAND. SOME "ANGEL!" When the Book is so COCKEYED WRONG - they have to have PERPETUAL "D & R" COMMITTEES to "REVISE!" the BOOK - to this day. To try to make some SENSE out of NONSENSE! HASKEL slapped a Book together and wanted to know if "THIS!" was the Book she meant. She replied that the Book she meant: Was not yet Written! TM 117. That it was NOT-A-BOOK PER SE. It is the BOOKS OF THE BIBLE - the Book of "DANIEL!" and the Book of "REVELATIONS" should be bound together in a small Book. "A few explana- tions of certain PORTIONS might be ADDED, but I am not sure that this would be needed!" TM 117.

SIGNIFYING WHAT - ???
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SIGNIFYING that if this in TM 117 was written LONG AFTER the "URIAH SMITH" CONCOCTIONS were fabricated (by "PLAGIARIZING" - !!!) Then we could do BETTER to have NO "EXPLANATIONS!" AT ALL - rather than the URIAH SMITH KIND! (This has been clarified in the "1888 MATERIALS!") And also CLARIFIED by the NEED of them having "PERPETUAL D&R COMMITTEES" TO REVAMP THE BOOK and about the Time they have a "REVISION!" they see it is a MESS also. So they sit down and try their hand AGAIN - all in HIS NAME! "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY!" p.424,426,265,423-427.

AFTER MANY YEARS WE FOUND

what they so DESPERATELY tried to HIDE - !!! When the "UNDATED MANUSCRIPTS" of TM 112 to 118 were WRITTEN-!!! COMPARE TM 112 with CWE 65. We will have LESS TO SAY OF "ROMANISM!" and the DATE - ??? "LETTER 57, 1896."

AND THE DATE OF THE URIAH SMITH BOOKS - ???

They were steady on the Shelves - 23 or 29 Years BEFORE-!!! 1867 and 1873. SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA p.1201.

THAT WHEN WE HAVE A "BETTER UNDERSTANDING"

of "DANIEL and the REVELATIONS" - (ESPECIALLY "REVELATIONS!") "THERE WILL BE SEEN AMONG US a GREAT REVIVAL!" TM 113.

FOR MANY YEARS WE WONDERED

HOW OR WHY WE WOULD HAVE "LESS TO SAY OF "ROMANISM!" TM 112. There HAS to be a REASON. There is ALWAYS A REASON. THE REASON IS FOUND AS ALL SEGMENTS of ADVENTISM make a "RAID!" against "ROMANISM!" In EV. 144,575-6. In T9:243-4. GW 329. CWE 64-5. ROMANISM tried TO RULE THE WORLD IN TWO WORLD WARS - the PAPACY backed HITLER. But somehow in the same breath they FORGET to tell you WHY-THEY-FAILED-???. WHO KILLED MORE THAN ROMANISM - ???. WHO PUT DOWN ROMANISM - ???. POWERFUL FACTIONS OF "ROMANISM!" TELL US IT WAS "JUDAISM!" that spawned "COMMUNISM!" And (Insert Page 4)
when "COMMUNISM!" was such a COLOSSALLY DUMB CONSPIRACY it would be expected to COLLAPSE under the WEIGHT of its own DIABOLIC CORRUPTION - !!!

IT WAS PREDICTED ALL THE TIME

BY "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" that "ROMANISM!" would be preferable in the "OLD WORLD" to RED BOLSHEVISM or WORLD ZIONISM.

THIS "GENERATION OF VIPERS" HIDES IN THEIR COILS - .

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PICTURE. THE QUESTION IS: "WHO STARTED THE 2 WORLD WARS?" And to the JEWS running this NATION and CHURCH it is all ONE-WAY - it is: ROMANISM ROMANISM ROMANISM! It could not be anything else. And they quote that from THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY! and the CHANGED 1888 or 1911 "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" as though ELLEN WHITE SAID THAT - !!!

THEY DO NOT CONSIDER: "TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES!"

THE PLACE: They can quote and write 10,000 pages - that ROMANISM! is taking over "THE OLD WORLD!" and we will agree - what is more - we will give you the PAGE: (COMPARE WHAT IT SAYS:) 1884 GC 445 and your BOOK p.616. (To find what ELLEN WHITE WROTE IN THE ORIGINAL p.445 - to find THAT in YOUR BOOK - go back and forth from GC 616 to (10 pages away!) to 626 - !!!) NOT IMPORTANT - ??? Perhaps it is also NOT IMPORTANT that she said: "ROMANISM! IN THE OLD WORLD!" and "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" IN THE NEW!"

SO HOW DO YOU PUT THAT TOGETHER - ???

Do you SIDLE UP and get CHUMMY with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM the FALSE PROPHET who told BUSH to wipe IRAQ and SADDAM OFF THE MAP - ??? That little affair is NOT OVER by a LONG SHOT - !!! But ADVENTISM has SOLD OUT to BROTHER BILLY SINCE WIELAND WELCHED IN 1950. So we could not POSSIBLY believe "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" as they have QUIT DOING in the "MINISTRY" - "SPECTRUM" and all the HIGHEST ECHELONS. SM 1:48. SM 2:78.
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So to UNDERSTAND this we have to make a CHART. I had NO PLAN of doing it as we have been DISGUSTED with an AVA- LANCHE OF "CHARTS!" But as I showed ANN where this OUT- FIT PROMOTING "ROMANISM!" around the World as the ONE and ONLY "BIG BAD WOLF!" Sr. White must be TERRIBLY MISTAKEN not to believe in our "SAINT BILLY!" or, WORSE YET! - that "WE" would hire CATHOLICS and AFFILIATES to take after "ADVENTISTS!" who use the NAME without asking per- mission from OUR "POPE!" or CALVIN B. ROCK that explains EVERYTHING that needs EXPLAINING! He could probably even EXPLAIN why we have to go along with TEL AVIV ZIONISM when there are only 100 ADVENTISTS OVER THERE - about as HARD to CONVERT them as in SHAKESPEAREAN ENGLAND!

THEY BET ON "KAISER BILL" - they LOST! THEY BET ON "CATHOLIC HITLER" - they LOST! THEY BET ON "BILLY BABYLON" - in "KEY '73!" - they LOST! ARE WE GOING TO BET OUR SOULS ON THESE "BORN LOSERS?"

FOR A LONG TIME THEY HAVE BEEN GEARING UP TO BET ON THE ZIONISTS OF TEL AVIV - !!! OVER 85% ATHEISTS!

CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN (ZIONIST-ADVENTIST) given PRIORITY STATUS AND SPACE IN "ADVENTIST REVIEW" with a "DOVE OF PEACE" on the COVER - JANUARY 21, 1993. - AGITATING to "WORLD WAR THREE!" And in the "NAME" of "ELLEN WHITE!" and we are to be SILENT - ??? NOT QUITE - !!! This is going around the World 7 TIMES while TRUTH is getting its BOOTS ON!

IN THE SAME MAIL I RECEIVED:

"WHO STARTED THE FIRST WORLD WAR?"
by HARRY ELMER BARNES (ENGLISH HISTORIAN)

AFFILIATED WITH "SPOTLIGHT" MAGAZINE

AND OTHER POWERFUL CATHOLIC MEDIUMS - there are HUNDREDS - !!! NOT TO BE IGNORED! We do not join EITHER SIDE BECAUSE: "We are going to be GREATLY SCATTERED be- fore long...TREMENDOUS PRESSURES (they are ASKING for it!) will be brought upon EVERY "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST with
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whom the WORLD can get into CLOSE CONNECTION...THEY (ADVENTISTS) BECOME "EDUCATED WORLDLINGS!" They have parted with the HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD. (Now there's NO NEED to try to shift this off unto "DISSIDENTS!" as they want to be SURE they have the "NAME!" RIGHT!) (So we know EXACTLY- WHO THEY ARE!) They have departed with the HOLY SPIRIT...They have CHOSEN to accept what "THE WORLD!" calls "KNOWLEDGE!" in the PLACE of the TRUTHS which God has committed to men through HIS "MINISTERS" and "PROPHETS" and "APOSTLES!" FCE 535-6.

"The Lord speaks of those who CLAIM to "BELIEVE!" the Truth FOR THIS "TIME!" yet see nothing INCONSISTENT in their taking part in "POLITICS!" - MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these LAST DAYS, as the CIRCUMCISED who MINGLE with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will DESTROY BOTH CLASSES TOGETHER WITHOUT DISTINCTION. (YOU MADE NONE - WHY SHOULD HE - ???? ) They are doing a work that God has not set them to do...and HE WILL CONDEMN BOTH ALIKE!" FCE 482. T2:595. T5:103 TM 275.

THE CHART

WE ALWAYS SAID: A CHART MUST START WITH THE "SEALING!" It has NO BUSINESS to start anywhere else - !!! As one SDA MINISTER in VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA SAID: "THEN ALL HELL WILL BREAK LOOSE ON EARTH!" And ELLEN WHITE says: "THE LAST MOVEMENTS WILL BE RAPID ONES!" "WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!" "LIKE FIRE IN THE STUBBLE!" "HE WILL OVERTURN! OVERTURN! OVERTURN!"

"STRAWS BY LITTLE BREEZES SHOW - WHICH WAY THE WIND IS GOING TO BLOW!"

YOU COULD SNEER AT US LONG AGO WHEN WE SAW THE STEADY TREND THAT BEGAN TO GROW - THE "FROOMS!" AND "ANDERSONS!" - THE "CONSERVATIVE CLASS!") - "WOULD RENOUNCE THE FAITH AND TAKE THEIR STAND WITH ITS AVOWED "ENEMIES!" - TOWARD WHOM THEIR SYMPATHIES HAVE LONG BEEN TENDING. THESE APOSTATES..." T5:463. "...IN THE CHURCH WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE "IMAGE"
TO THE BEAST! GC 444. (NOT THE "BEAST!" BUT THE "IMAGE OF!") "THIS DAY IS JUST BEFORE US. THE MEMBERS OF THE CHURCH WILL "INDIVIDUALLY!" (IS THAT A SIN?) BE "TESTED!" AND "PROVED!...PERHAPS SEPARATELY AND ALONE!" (IS THAT A SIN?) T5:463.

TIME

"IN THE LATTER TIMES SOME SHALL DEPART FROM THE "FAITH!" GIVING HEED TO "SEDUCING SPIRITS!" AND "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" GC 444. "MANY (HOW "MANY!" IS "MANY!" WHEN THEY CHAIN THEM IN TO ONE "DOGMA!") IN "OUR PULPITS!" (Not some one else's Pulpits!) "IN OUR PULPITS WITH THE TORCH OF "FALSE PROPHECY!" (ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!) "FALSE PROPHECY IN THEIR HANDS, KINDLED FROM THE HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409. "BLOW THE TRUMPET IN ZION; SOUND AN ALARM!" TM 410.

TO UNDERSTAND "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"

1884 GC 412. GC 594.

We must UNDERSTAND - "TERMINOLOGY" - for EXAMPLE - what does "SHAKING!" mean - ??? WHEN does it take place - ??? We must UNDERSTAND - "TIME!" - as well as - WHAT "EVENT!" follows "IN ORDER-???") ("ORDER OF EVENTS!") One may not last LONG - one may follow HARD ON THE HEELS OF ANOTHER. TWO may OVERLAP! (Go on at the SAME TIME!)

FOR EXAMPLE

Those TOO OLD, TOO YOUNG, TOO WEAK - will be LAID-TO-REST so they do not have to go through the "TIMES OF TROUBLE!" (No, that was no mistake. There is a "LITTLE TIME OF TROUBLE!" before the "BIG TIME OF TROUBLE!"). These "TIMES OF TROUBLE!" do NOT hit the SAME PEOPLE! WHO GETS IT FIRST - ??? WHY do they get it? HOW do they get it? WHAT do they do about it? WHO-ARE-THOSE-PEOPLE? WHAT PART DO THEY CONTINUE TO PLAY - ??? Do they just UP and DISAPPEAR like that CRAZY "WILL ROSS STATEMENT" says. That it seems EVERYONE and his DOG seems to want
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even if the WHITE ESTATE proved it was an IMPOSSIBLE HOAX - they HANG on to it anyway. And they will also hang on to an EQUALLY CRAZY RELIGION - out of TIME and PLACE - "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" And they put the RIGHT ONE in CHARGE of THAT MASSIVE HOAX RIGHT NOW!

THE (JEW) CLIFFORD R. GOLDSTEIN

Put him in CHARGE of a NEW MAGAZINE - "LIBERTY ALERT!" FEATURED IN AN INSERT IN "ADVENTIST REVIEW" January 7, 1993. NOW YOU WILL REALLY HEAR: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" And that copy of "LIBERTY ALERT" with "GOLDSTEIN" as "EDITOR!" will cause a MASSIVE REACTION among ADVENTISTS (AND "DISSIDENTS!") and they will show WHEELING how to raise MONEY - !!! IN SYMPATHY that we are being PROTECTED and ALERTED to the DANGER of "ROMANISM!" POCKET-BOOKS will be loosened - they will FLOOD THE WORLD with "GREAT CONTROVERSIES" where HABITUAL DRUNKARD "URIAH SMITH" - (E.W.NASH IN RH FEB. 19, 1976) beginning with PAGE (1) THIS TALMUDIST convinced the ADVENTIST WORLD that you cannot receive "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!" until it is "FORCED!" He put "FORCE!" (or rel.wd TERMINOLOGY) into your GC 448-9 - 6 OR 7 TIMES where the ORIGINAL only had it ONCE! (And in what CONTEXT?) "WHEN SUNDAY OBSERVANCE SHALL BE "ENFORCED!" BY LAW!"

DO YOU REMEMBER "TIME!" - "PLACE!" - "CIRCUMSTANCES!"

When the WHOLE WORLD is "ENLIGHTENED!" in that period of "TIME!" ("THE LOUD CRY!") THEY receive the "MARK!" also. But those who "UNDERSTAND THE CLAIMS OF THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT!" all they have to do is "CHOOSE!" to keep SUNDAY on EASTER SUNRISE MORNING - when: "ABOUT 5 and 20" ADVENTIST MINISTERS do this (they are planning even NOW for next EASTER to be SURE and set their ALARM CLOCKS and have the DORCUS SOCIETY all ready for the "REFRESHMENT BOOTH!" To dish out all the CAKE, COOKIES, TEA, COFFEE, HAM SANDWICHES or whatever other GOODIES the people bring and need to be WARMED UP on a COLD EASTER MORNING! To be sure and WORSHIP the RISING SUN - REAL GOOD!) EZEKIEL 8:16.
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OLD NICHOLS SAID TO TURN OVER THE
SDA CHURCH TO THEM AS IT OFTEN IS THE
BIGGEST AND NICEST CHURCH AROUND. THIS IS THE "DONA-
TION!" THE ADVENTIST CHURCH CAN MAKE "FOR THE GOS-
PEL!" The real "ECUMENICAL SPIRIT!" of "LOVE UNLIMITED!"
and "UNJUDGMENTAL!"

READ THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 281-2

AND SEE IF ADVENTISTS ESCAPE THE "MARK OF THE BEAST!"
BEFORE "SUNDAY!" IS "ENFORCED!" OR NOT! WE SOMEHOW
BELIEVE THAT DRUNK PUT TOO MANY THINGS IN HIS "TRAN-
SLATION!" OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" And the ADVENTISTS
and the WHEELINGS and the MOULDS and the OSBORNES and
the WIELANDS and other ENTHUSIASTS can RANT and RAVE
AWAY - it will NEVER change ONE TRUTH - !!!

THAT ADVENTISTS RECEIVE THE "MARK OF THE BEAST!"

by simply "CHOOSING!" NO "FORCE!" NEEDED! 1884 GC 281.
GC 448. WHAT IS MORE - when "FORCE!" does come.
"SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT!" there will be no "CHOOSING!" for
the ADVENTIST WORLD. THEIR PROBATION OVER! THEIR
"SLAUGHTERING!" begins. It is right there in 1884 GC 426.
GC 608. They do 2 things: (1) KEEP SUNDAY before they
HAVE to. They CHOOSE. (2) They become the "MOST BITTER
ENEMIES!" of the SAINTS - worse than THE REST OF THE
WHOLE WORLD. That is even true - NOW - !!! We do not have
to WAIT for it. We do not also have to WAIT to SEE "EVENTS
IN THEIR ORDER!" as they go "TO THE CATHOLICS!" "THE
CHURCH appeals to the STRONG ARM of CIVIL POWER, and in
this work, PAPISTS and PROTESTANTS (ADVENTISTS) UNITE!"
GC 607. (425).

SO NOW TO PUT THIS ALL IN SEQUENCE.

GOLDSTEIN and WHEELING and MOULD and all the REST (with
the exception of one or two) DO FIND "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"
and "GREAT CONTROVERSY" references that show
"ROMANISM!" does take over. But HOW does it HAPPEN - ???
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They just **TAKE OVER**? Oh, no they do **NOT**! The "MOVES" are clearly set forth in **SEQUENCE**!

1. "**APOSTASY in the CHURCH!!**" prepares the WAY – that is **FIRST**!
2. "**SHE!!** (ADVENTISM!!") gets the "**POWER!!" OF "MIRACLES!!""
SM 2:54. MM 88.
3. "**SHE!!** makes the FIRST MOVE and "**SHE!!" stretches "HER!!" hand across the GULF to clasp the HAND of "ROMANISM!!" All this and READ ON in 1884 GC 405.
4. But the **DRUNK** changed this to "**THEY!!" in his Book – GC 588. "**THEY!!" (JOINTLY!!)
5. This can THROW you for a LOOP if you want "**EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!!" You do not go by a DRUNK! You let **GERMAN REFORM** do that! (And **WHEELING** and **GOLDSTEIN** and **OSBORNE** and **MOULD** and **WIELAND** and 10,000 OTHER **ADVENTISTS.**)
6. **JUST LIKE THEY GIVE YOU THE NEXT THING IS THE CHURCH!!** IS GOING TO GIVE "**THE LOUD CRY!!""
7. **BECAUSE THEY WANT NO "MIDNIGHT CRY!!" TO "SWELL INTO!!" THE "LOUD CRY!!"**
8. They want NO SPLIT in the **CHURCH** – but there HAS to be a SPLIT BETWEEN "**WISE!!" AND **FOOLISH!!"** Do they UNITEDLY give the "**LOUD CRY – ???!!" NOT QUITE!! BUT THE CONFEDERACY wants NOT what THE LORD WANTS – but what their DRUNK wants! He kept HAMMERING away about the "**LAST CHURCH!!" It would not take long for any HONEST PERSON to conclude the "**FOOLISH VIRGINS!!" are the "**LAST!!" and the **LOST CHURCH!!** Where they go astray is by "**PRIOR PREJUDICE!!" Which is "**TRADITION!!" that makes the Word of God of "**NO EFFECT!!" ALL CHRISTIANS ARE WARNED ABOUT THAT – !!!
9. In fact it is so **STRONG in DA 140** – that it tells us NO ONE WILL BE SAVED WHO DOES NOT STUDY FOR HIMSELF!
10. **AFTER "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!!" CHAPTER WE READ:** "**IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US!!" 1884 GC 315. NO SUCH THING IN THE DRUNK'S GC 491.
12. "**IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US!!" 1884 GC 315. SIX ANGELS come out of the TEMPLE IN HEAVEN to begin the "**SLAUGHTER!!" that goes along with the "**SEALING!!" SIX ANGELS PAUSE while "**ONE AMONG THEM!!" (WHO ALSO HAS A A "**SLAUGHTER WEAPON!!" to use it on the SPOT if any SAINT
is in DANGER!) EZEKIEL 9:1 TO 11. THIS IS IN THE CHURCH.
T5:211. SLAY THEM ALL - !!!
(13) THE ONLY WAY TO ESCAPE THE SLAYING IS TO "GET OUT
OF THERE - !!!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" This is the
MESSAGE! This is the only MESSAGE to "THE MIDDLE OF THE
WEEK!" DANIEL 9:27. THE FIRST PHASE OF THE "SEALING!"
IT IS "ONE MESSAGE!" THE CHURCH and the WORLD are so
ROTTEN (THE VERY WORD IS USED: "ROTTEN!" T8:250). (And
the next page tells us what to do about it!) AGAIN - in the
CONTEXT of the "SEALING!" - "ROTTEN!" TM 446-7. SO
ROTTEN they get the CATHOLICS to HELP THEM - EVEN NOW
they are HOLLERING-AT-THE-CATHOLICS WORLD-WIDE - they
shell out close to a MILLION $'s of TITHE and OFFERINGS to
THROW THEIR OWN MEMBERS IN JAIL or else $500.00 per day
FINES - !!! BUT NARY A WORD from HYPOCRITES HEGSTAD -
GOLDSTEIN - ROSS - DOUKMETZIAN - STEVENS - ROCK - in
"LIBERTY ALERT!"
(14) WHAT A PICTURE - !!! HOLLERING at the Top of their
Voices at "ROMANISM!" and HIRING "PAPISTS!" HOLLERING
"ROMANISM" to raise MORE MONEY to pay "PAPISTS!" in the
HONORING those who give $1,000.00 - $500.00 - $100.00 -
$40.00 - even LESS - !!! Be a "SENTINEL OF LIBERTY!"
(15) "DESOlation!" "COMING!" on this "UNHOLY CITY!"
(BRINSMEAD REFUSED TO PRINT DANIEL 9.) THAT IS REALLY
"THE ABOMINATION THAT MAKETH DESOLATE - !!!!" DANIEL
11:31. And again we have a PHASE of 3½ YEARS! DANIEL
12:7 and who will NOT "UNDERSTAND?" verse 10-11.
(16) Now we move to "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!"
SCENE IN REVELATIONS CHAPTERS 4, 5 AND 6. REVELATION 7
is the SEALING of the 144,000. REVELATION 8 is the TRUMPET
NOTES OF WARNING for utter DESOLATION coming on those
who do NOT lift their Voice like a TRUMPET! to "SHOW MY
PEOPLE ALL THEIR SINS!" and "SPARE NOT!" "MARK THIS
POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. RH 2:49. "BUT THE GENERAL
SLAUGHTER OF "ALL" THOSE WHO DO NOT THUS SEE - !!!
T3:267 and 266 says this is in "THE CLOSING WORK...IN THE
SEALING TIME!" T3:266.
(17) There we have it pretty well CORRALLED - without this
MINIMUM CLARIFICATION a "CHART!" would be INCOMPLETE.
With the START of the "SEALING!" we have the START of the
"SLAY U TTERLY!" but come not near any man upon whom is the
"MARK!" (OF GOD'S SEALING DELIVERANCE!)
(18) REVELATIONS 9 gives more LIGHT on the 4 ANGELS hold-
ing the 4 WINDS until the SAINTS are SEALED and REVELA-
LATATION 9:15 ONE THIRD of MEN ARE "SLAIN!" Now we go into the PHASES of what happens AFTER "PROBATION!" IS OVER -!!!  ELLEN WHITE was the PROPHET for the 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS (Rev. 3:7-13). Again we have the "TIME!" ELEMENT - 3½ DAYS-YEARS - Rev. 11:11 in which "THE MOST TERRIBLE THREATENING EVER GIVEN TO MAN!" GC 449. TO ADVENTISTS! GC 452. He "GATHERETH THE OUTCASTS!" OUT OF IT!" 1884 GC 283. (LEFT OUT OF SR 384.) THEY ARE "THE REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH!" 1884 GC 285. (19) Considering "TIME!" when it is NOT the "BEAST!" just WHY in the FIRST 3½-year period that TM 112 calls the "SHAKING!" why will we have LESS to say about "ROMANISM! - ???." Because in this PHASE or PERIOD of "TIME!" "ROMANISM!" will NOT be the GREATER DANGER - why YAP about a LESSER DANGER if in this 3½-year "TIME!" there is a "GREATER DANGER - ???." (20) WHAT IS THAT GREATER DANGER - ???. It is the one that is doing all the YAPPING - !!! TO DRAW ATTENTION AWAY FROM THEMSELVES! And who is THAT - ???. It is the one DRAINING-THE-RESOURCES OF NORTH AMERICA - both GOVERNMENT and CHURCHES - the JEWS! THE ANCIENT ENEMIES OF CHRIST and CHRISTIANITY - RED BOLSHEVISM-ATHEISM - one figure credits them with KILLING 90,000,000 CHRISTIANS. They NEVER lost their HATRED of CHRIST or his APOSTLES.

"THE THREAT OF MISAPPLIED SCRIPTURE:

"Satan is working that "THE HISTORY OF THE JEWISH NATION!" may be "REPEATED!" in the experience of those who "CLAIM!" to believe PRESENT TRUTH... THE JEWS...made a WOEFUL MIS-TAKE...THE VERY SAME SATAN is at work to UNDERMINE the "FAITH!" of "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" at this "TIME!"...The prophecies of DANIEL and the REVELATION are MISINTER-PRETED...VERY ERRONEOUS WORK HAS BEEN DONE AGAIN AND AGAIN, and will CONTINUE to be done by those who seek to find "NEW LIGHT!" in the PROPHECIES, and who BEGIN BY TURNING AWAY from the LIGHT that God has already given. The messages of REVELATION 14 are those by which THE WORLD IS TO BE TESTED...THE LIGHT GOD HAS GIVEN ME is that the SCRIPTURES you have WOVEN TOGETHER you yourself DO NOT FULLY UNDERSTAND. If you did, you would DISCERN that YOUR THEORIES tear up the very FOUNDATION of our "FAITH!" SM 2:111-2. 1896.
THE BATTLE OF THE GIANTS!

The FOLKENBERG-JOHNSON-GOLDSTEIN "TRIO" did a very STUPID thing. They declared "ALL-OUT-WAR!" on all "PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS" - Big and Small and all "DIVISIVE DISSENTS!" Trying to keep up with the latest - I must spend 3 HOURS A DAY to evaluate their REBUTTALS. This is a very good Thing. It was PREDICTED by the Pen of ELLEN WHITE. She said how many (or how FEW!) would be RIGHT! How MANY would be DEAD-WRONG. She said on what ISSUES.

"ISSUES!"

This is IN FACT the NAME of an INSERT in "ADVENTIST REVIEW" Nov. 5, 1992. p.16. Which gives a 16-page RUN-DOWN, a condensed SYNOPSIS of a much larger Book - covering the MAIN POINTS AT ISSUE. Since they ZERO IN ON: "HOPE INTERNATIONAL/HARTFORD INSTITUTE" - "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" and Worldwide AFFILIATES - "HOPE INTERNATIONAL" replies by 2 Videos and a $4.95 Book - "ISSUES CLARIFIED!" - Then a special RALPH LARSON "STEPS TO LIFE" segment and 62 pages - "ISSUES - REAL - SIDE PSEUDO!" This is the LAST THING I READ as of February 11, 1993.

THE BIG GUNS ARE OUT AND SMOKING - !!!

"THE PROTESTANT!" (2 copies from: GPO Box 331166, Melbourne 3001, AUSTRALIA.) STANDISH-RON & ULA CABLE-JEFF REICH-JIM HOEHLER-TY GIBSON-ARNET MATHERS-DAVE FIEDLER-(2 miles over the mountain from MALO, WASHINGTON.) 1888 MESSAGE STUDY COMMITTEE (WIELAND-PRIEBE-SNYMAN-BRACE-SEQUEIRA-GRABINER-FINNEMAN) PROPHECY COUNTDOWN (OSBORNE-GROSBOLL-TREFZ-VIERRA-HARNISCH-PANDIT-) To hold 106 MEETINGS 1993. Going from SEA to SEA seeking the Lord. Will they find him? "LAST DAY MESSAGES!" (JULIE E. WRIGHT.) "THE NORTHERN WATCHDOG" (AL & VAL PAOLI, P.O. Box 10771, Atherton, N.Qld. 4883, AUSTRALIA.) HAMMOND-GROTHEER-WANG-KREASECK - Those who HIDE their NAME or do not give it at all - we don't think are worth BOTHERING WITH. THE DEADEST OF ALL is as USUAL - GERMAN "REFORM! Who reform - "NOTHING!"

(Insert Page 14)
WE THOUGHT WE HAD TO TELL YOU WHAT

WE HAVE TO READ - TO KEEP UP-TO-DATE. KEEP ON THE LIST - we are going to EVALUATE some of these TEACHINGS - especially STANDISH-LARSON. Although they CLAIM "AFFILIATION" - they Teach: BOTH WAYS! - ALL THREE! They are by far the LARGEST and most DANGEROUS of all. THE CHURCH sure has some DUMMIES to OPPOSE THEM!

WHAT DO MOST ALL HAVE IN COMMON - ???

"ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" and much MORE "ROMANISM!" "THE LOVE OF GOD IS "UNLIMITED!" AND "UNCONDITIONAL!" AND "UNIVERSAL!" THE BIG MAJORITY - "THE CHURCH!" GIVES "THE LOUD CRY!" How do they manage THAT when they will not even know WHAT IT IS! TM 300,507. Will COWARDLY take the SIDE of the CATHOLICS when the going gets ROUGH - !!! GC 608. MAGAN 1,2. They get the POWER OF DEMONS. SM 2:54. MM 88. WELCOME SATAN WHEN HE COMES! GC 624. 1884 GC 442.

THE CHART

There are 2 major CHANGES in the CHART OF EVENTS. You can find REFERENCES YOURSELF - that "PROTESTANTS!" of AMERICA (the "UNITED STATES!") 1884 GC 232-3. (CHECK how this was BUTCHERED by the URIAH SMITH CULT in your GC 382-3.) There must be 40 REFERENCES that "PROTESTANTS!" unite with the STATE to restrict "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" And DEMAND the "SUNDAY LAW!" GC 390-1. Your GC 571-5.

THE PROTESTANTS - NOT SATISFIED THAT

THE "SUNDAY LAW!" is NOT being ENFORCED as they would like (BY THE ADVENTISTS! 1884 GC 426. Your GC 603.) THESE ADVENTISTS TURN LIKE RATTLE-SNAKES "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" And call on their CATHOLIC LAWYERS (GC 607. 1884 GC 425) to "RAMIK" through the "DEATH DECREES!" MAGAN & SPAULDING 1,2. Due to some WORLD-WIDE SUDDEN! "UNEXPECTED CRISIS!" COL 412(421) They will call on the CATHOLICS to show them how it is done - !!!
Hepes Hest (in the 8th Plague) - No one can take the right side then! Both are "Jewish Talmaud." (Not Ellen White!)

7 Last Plagues!

Hepes Hest (in the 8th Plague) - No one can take the right side then! Both are "Jewish Talmaud." (Not Ellen White!)

Antichrist A 554

Least Most Inurable Col 1:24

Thirday of All Sins. Most Hope End to the other in that. 2. Now with Hal Losesery - God's Love Is Unconditional From One Bigger For-Non-Standish (Assurance) 22


Also Known As "The Omega of Ages." Beginning of the 7th Plague. "The Time of Trouble. The Time ofTrouble. The Love are in the midst of Rev. 3:8. They give on. "God's People"


Huge inoculation program. Revelation Seminars. SATAN APPEARS WITH SUNDAY LAW. GC 824.5. ADVENTISTS

Developing For Years. X-Mass. GC 412.5. "NICKS-FROOM-ANDERSON. MEMBERS. "LOUD CRY!" INFALLIBLE. PREDESTINATED. SAVED.

God Sent Warnings. Cast Out Millions-Men. More "EX-Members!" Than OMEGA OF APOSTASY SM 1:204.5

Midnight CRY. LOUD CRY.
WE MAY HAVE A COPY OF THE CHART

in this Paper. 2 PHASES of 3½ years each. "IT IS COURT WEEK WITH US!" 1884 GC 315. (WHY WAS THIS LIFTED OUT OF YOUR GC 491 - ????) What did URIAH SMITH not LIKE about it - ??? Two pages dealt with "THE SEALING!" and how to be READY for it. Or "BE FOUND WANTING!" "For ye know not when the "TIME" is!" This is "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" CHAPTER and just because some BABYLONIANS do not enjoy the THOUGHT because they want to JUDGE THEMSELVES by "I AM SAVED!" and an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" might throw some DOUBTS in their WHEEL and might DISTURB "FORD-STANDISH-FOLKENBERG!" Who must have that BLESSED ASSURANCE!"

IN SPITE OF IT BEING:

"Of all SINS it is the MOST HOPELESS, the MOST INCURABLE!" COL 154. "ANTICHRIST?" AA 554. NOTHING DISGUSTS the HONEST-PRUDENT-CAUTIOUS-SELF-POSSESSED INTELLIGENT MAN OR WOMAN - like the FOUR-FLUSHEF-HUMBUG-IMPOSTER who LOUDLY claims: "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY!" "STANDISH!" claims to be an "AUTHORITY!" on "JUSTIFICATION!" and "SANCTIFICATION!"

"I AM SAVED!"...NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE

will be found UTTERING THESE WORDS TILL CHRIST SHALL COME!" SM 1:314. "...NEVER DARE TO SAY, "I AM SAVED!" (SAME!) AA 563. RH 5:414. EV. 595. RH 1:65. (WANT 100 MORE - ????)

"THE SANCTIFICATION OF THE BIBLE...

"There can be NO SELF-EXALTATION, NO BOASTFUL CLAIM to freedom form SIN, on the part of those who walk in the Shadow of Calvary's CROSS...SANCTIFICATION now gaining PROMINENCE in the RELIGIOUS WORLD (AND RAIL-ROADED THROUGHOUT "ADVENTISM!" BY FROOM-ANDERSON! 1972-1973.) CARRIES with it a SPIRIT of "SELF-EXALTATION!" that MARKS it as FOREIGN to the religion of the Bible. ITS ADVOCATES TEACH THAT SANCTIFICATION IS AN INSTANTAN-

(Insert Page 18)
NEOUS! WORK - by which, through "FAITH ALONE!" they attain to PERFECT HOLINESS. "ONLY BELIEVE!" say they, "and the BLESSING is YOURS!" NO FURTHER EFFORT on the part of the receiver is supposed to be required. ...Wilt thou know, O vain man, that "FAITH!" without "WORKS!" is DEAD... this ENSNARING DOCTRINE of "FAITH!" without "WORKS!...Is PRESUMPTION!...And the CLAIM to be WITHOUT SIN IS, IN ITSELF, EVIDENCE that he who makes this claim is FAR-FROM-HOLY... THE GREATER-THE-DISTANCE between himself and Christ,...the more RIGHTEOUS HE APPEARS in his OWN EYES." GC 471-3. (WE SHOULD PRINT THIS IN TRACTS AND HAND THEM OUT BY THE THOUSANDS!)

THE URIAH SMITH - FROOM - ANDERSON CULT -

that STANDISH is so PROUD he rubs shoulders with - IS HIS-TROUBLE! You get like the COMPANY YOU KEEP! That is why the FIRST SECTION OF THE CHART IS NOT WANTED BY THE PHARISEE LEADERSHIP. LIKE KD&A they want to PLUNGE STRAIGHT into the PROMISED LAND - that is WHY they have so little FEAR of NLP - NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING - NEW-AGE - CELEBRATION - SELF HYPNOSIS. LIKE DOMINOES FALL INTO PLACE - they are all RELATED! THE FIRST AND WORST - is:

"I AM SAVED!" IGNORANCE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY go HAND-IN-HAND!" SM 1:316.
"I CAME NOT to call the "RIGHTEOUS!" but SINNERS to REPENTANCE!" SM 1:325.
(The PHARISEE CULT HAVE NOTHING OF WHICH TO REPENT! THEY FIGHT THE THOUGHT TO-THE-DEATH!)

"DO NOT FEED ON THE HUSKS OF SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS!" SM 1:328. YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS? "HUSKS!" - SLOP - PIG FEED - !!!

FROOM-ANDERSON-WIELAND-STANDISH

in "THESE TIMES!" told the ADVENTIST PEOPLE to obtain BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM'S "I AM SAVED!" TRACTS and hand them out BY THE MILLIONS - !!! You cannot find an ADVENTIST MINISTER TODAY WHO WILL PREACH AGAINST "I AM SAVED!" THE PHARISEE CULT. THE KD&A REBELLION! WHEN I WAS A WORKER FOR THE CONFERENCE - we taught AGAINST "I AM SAVED!" The Religion of CHARISMATIC PENTECOSTALISM - !!! This is not an "ISSUE:" STANDISH LIKES IT - ???

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"

"GOD DOES NOT LOOK WITH FAVOR UPON THOSE SELF-CONFIDENT ONES WHO LOUDLY EXCLAIM, "I AM SANCITIED!" "I AM HOLY!" "I AM SINLESS!" These are PHARISEES who have NO FOUNDATION for their ASSERTIONS. Those who, because of their sense of UTTER UNWORTHINESS, dare scarcely lift up their eyes to Heaven, ARE NEARER TO GOD than those who CLAIM so much PIETY...the PUBLICAN..."GOD BE MERCIFUL TO ME A SINNER!" and went to his house [JUSTIFIED] rather than the SELF-RIGHTEOUS ["I AM SAVED!"] PHARISEE!" RH 5:414. May 21, 1908. "We (Insert Page 19)
must act OUR PART (You WONDER WHY we EMPHASIZE SOME WORDS - ???)
BECAUSE when the HUDSON "AWAKENING!" came to AMERICA in 1960 - they said we
had "NO PARTY!" It was "ALL GOD'S PARTY" and NONE of our own. So since then we
have MARKED HUNDREDS - THOUSANDS - of STATEMENTS where they were DEAD
WRONG! ESPECIALLY that FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT - CRAZY as a LOON!
No wonder as it says in ROMANS 1:24,26-32. That ESPECIALLY at the END - He
will EXPOSE them for what they are - ONE NEWS REPORT AFTER THE OTHER!) "ONE
THING I WILL NEVER GIVE UP - IS SEX!” (FRED (WRONG!) WRIGHT.)

BETWEEN HIM - BRINSMEAD - HUDSON -

We have "NOTHING WITHIN!" It is all "WITHOUT!" WITHOUT GOD AND WITHOUT
HOPE!! It is ALL "GOD'S PARTY" and NONE of our OWN! We are JUST LIKE CHRIST
not a HAIR'S BREATH DIFFERENCE. God does not "HELP" us - He has to do it
ALL-BY-HIMSELF! "THE CURSE!" of "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" (You would not
expect to see such a thing in PRINT - HUDSON HAD IT and also the "HOLY ROLLER"
HEAD OF "THE SABBATH SENTINEL!" ROMANS tells us WHY - but the ADVENTISTS
put their ALL behind VENDEEN. To TRY to BEHAVE - only makes matters WORSE - !!
Does STANDISH find NOTHING to CONDEMN because VENDEEN is on the INSIDE? and we
must not EVER find FAULT with our OWN - !!! ANYONE WHO IS "OUTSIDE!" is FAIR
GAME! NO HOPES WHATSOEVER!!

TOO BAD THAT CHRIST "GAT +The REMNANT!"

That is "THE ESCAPED! of the House of JUDAH...for "OUT!" of JERUSALEM shall go
forth a "REMNANT!" ISA. 37:31-2. "Wherefore HEAR-THE-WORD-OF-THE-LORD,
ye SCORNFUL MEN, that RULE THIS PEOPLE which is in JERUSALEM!" ...Now
THEREFORE be ye not MOCKERS...for I have heard a "CONSUMPTION!" (INCURABLE TO
INCREASING BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS!) a "CONSUMPTION!" even determined upon the
WHOLE EARTH!" ISA. 28:14,22. And the "BONES" of the LEADERS will be brought out
and BURNED on the ALTAR! JER. 8:1-5,8,10-13,20. TRUST YE NOT IN THE
LYING WORDS OF STANDISH - !!! JER. 7:4,16. The "REMNANT OF ISRAEL!" are
the "ESCAPED!" ISA. 10:20. "For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR;
and THEY that are led of THEM - ARE DESTROYED!" ISA. 9:16; 3:12.

IT WOULD BE TOO MUCH FOR THE PHARISEE -

looking DOWN from his HIGH TOWER, to for ONCE ACKNOWLEDGE that there MIGHT be
SOME GOOD in those who "LEFT! for CONSCIENCE SAKE! That would be IMPOSSIBLE
- wouldn't it - ?? WHAT A SURPRISE when the MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" comes
to WAKE THE "SLEEPING CHURCH!" COL 408. And goes on without STOPPING! And
the "WISE!" if "WISE!" enough - must HURRY to catch up! That MYSTERIOUS
"PROCESSION!" were the "OUTCASTS!" that Christ "GATHERS!" And NOTICE - !!!
They DID NOT ask any "LAOICEAN!" to LEAD THEM! THE INSUFFERABLE INSULT!
The "PROCESSION - a SUPERIOR PEOPLE - did the "AWAKENING!" and the "LEADING!"
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